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ABSTRACT
The motivation for this paper is to systematically explore
the efficacy of mapping data to sound parameters with the
specific aim of sonifying statistical trends and hearing the
‘gist’ [1] of the data. In this paper, we consider the task of
searching through a gene sequence of the human
chromosome 21 for CpG islands and type of gene evidence.
Musical intervals and rhythm is proposed for detecting CpG
islands and musical timber is used for representing the gene
evidence. We extract human genome data from the NCBI
(National Center for Biotechnology Information) [2]
database and use list processing and synthesis capabilities
of CLM [3].
1.  INTRODUCTION
This project was developed as part of the Auditory
remapping of bioinformatics course [4] at CCRMA, Stanford
University. An objective of the course was to explore
effective means of auditory display of human genome.  For
that reason, we describe using parameter mapping to express
auditory display of statistical searching through large
databases. As an example of statistically detected features
from data, we consider the task of searching human genome
data with the aim of detecting the presence of CpG islands
using auditory cues.
CpG is a site where cytosine (C) is neighbor to guanine
(G) and connected by a phosphodiester bond (p). Detection
of regions of genomic sequences that are rich in the CpG
pattern (known as CpG islands) is important because they
indicate areas of interest along the genome. Experimental
results suggest that all housekeeping genes1 and 40% of the
tissue specific genes2 in humans have as associated CpG
islands [5] [6]. Adding that, we display type of evidence
used to construct gene model.
2. SONIFICATION  PROCESS
2.1. Sound synthesis in CLM
Common Lisp Music (CLM), a music specific flavor of LISP,
is appropriate for handling large data sets such as the human
DNA sequence. CLM’s extensive library of synthesis and
signal processing functions allows for arbitrarily complex
and refined control of music synthesis. CLM includes a set
                                                
1
 Housekeeping genes are genes that are trascriptionally active (i.e.
produce proteins) in cells throughout the body.
2
 Tissue specific genes are transcriptionally active only in certain
cells.
of example synthesis instruments useful in efficient
mapping of sound dimensions and rapid prototyping of
parameter mapping using duration, frequency, amplitude
and timbre in musical constructs of rhythm and tempo,
pitch, dynamic and instrument respectively.
2.2. Data description
In the next stage, we search multiple dimensions of a human
gene and select features for sonification. We explored a
variety of databases for the genetic information currently
being generated through the Human Genome Project,
provided by NCBI. We search databases for genomic features
a sequence with various map options [7]. Among the 36
types of maps, we focus upon the gene-sequence map and the
CpG island map. The gene-sequence map shows the physical
map of the gene distribution, the verbose description about
each gene, and the link for downloading the sequence data.
And the CpG island map shows regions of high G+C content
and CpG content on the genome sequence.
Figure1. The gene-sequence map and the CpG island
map of human chromosome 21 in NCBI
Researchers in genetics and bioinformatics have
developed various methods to analyze and organize human
genome resource for identifying features of DNA sequence.
The human genome is made up of 3 billion bases of DNA
and split into 46 chromosomes, pairs of chromosomes 1-22
and a pair of sex chromosomes – XX or XY [8]. We limit our
sonification experiment to the shortest chromosome,
chromosome 21 consisting of 46Mbase including 337 genes
and 4999 CpG islands.




CpG islands are designated according to a number of criteria.
Gardiner-Garden and Frommer [9] defined a CpG island as
being at lest 200 bases long, having at least 50% G+C
content and an observed CpG/expected CpG ratio of at least
0.6.  Takai and Jones criteria [10] are a length of at least 500
bp, G+C content of > 55% and observed CpG/expected CpG
ratio of  >= .65. There are about 29,000 CpG islands in the
human genome. We consider the search for CpG islands of
illustrative value since there is an (perhaps naïve) analogy
to be drawn between a CpG island and a musical motive. This
analogy lies in the fact that humans are adept at identifying
similarities between musical motives that may have a large
degree of variance between recurrences. Schematic
expectations and auditory stream segregation, two
extensively studied aspects of music perception and
cognition, provide useful bases for auditory representation
of statistically driven identification of particular conditions
within a data set.
2.3. Mapping Algorithm
2.3.1. Using auditory stream segregation to detect
clusters of G + C content
The first criteria of CpG islands is that the G+C content i s
over 50% thus we only consider the number of Cytosine and
Guanine in the genomic sequence. We divided four types of
nucleotide into two groups, {A, T} and {C, G}, and then
assigned C3 and G5 to each group respectively. The
relatively wide musical interval of a twelfth makes the
statistical clustering of G+C immediately apparent even to
untrained listeners.
2.3.2. Adding duration to articulate likelihood of CpG
islands  
The definition of CpG islands also considers an observed
CpG/expected CpG. We accordingly mark dinucleotides
having one of CpG pattern - CC, CG, GC, or GG - by longer
notes. In detail, as the pointer reads the sequence linearly, i t
decide whether a previous nucleotide and a current
nucleotide compose CpG pattern or not. If the dinucleotide
is CpG, the current nucleotide converts a combination of a
100ms long-note and a 100ms long-rest while other
dinucleotides generate 50ms long-notes.       Therefore, when
we hear groups of high-pitched notes with long durations,
we can easily recognize CpG regions.
2.3.3. Using timbre to distinguish details of the gene
The other interesting organizational datum in the NCBI
genome database is the degree of confirmed knowledge
about the data. Genes are represented in six CLM
instruments as done in six colors on the gene-sequence map.
And junk DNA region which do not have any evidnce i s
















Piano White Interim LocusID
Table 1. Mapping CLM instruments onto the types o f
evidence used to construct the gene model
   Additional Notes:
  • The blue gene model is based on the clean alignment between a
RefSeq or GenBank mRNA sequence and the genomic sequence.
   • The light green gene model is based on EST evidence only.
   • The dark brown gene model is predicted by Gnomon [6] and
EST.
   • The light brown gene model is predicted by Gnomon only.
   • The orange gene model means there is some discrepancy between
the mRNA sequence and the gene model.
   • Models with Interim LocusIDs may be paralogs, genes not yet
curated, duplications because of assembly errors, or pseudogenes.
2.4. Implementation
The sample sound file (    http://ccrma.stanford.edu/~sywon/
sonification/ch21.wav    ) is about the region from
21120901bp to 21122900bp.
Figure 2. Description about sonifying the sample
region of a DNA  sequence in CLM
As the mapping algorithm describes below, we assign the
values including gene information to musical variables.
Then we generate the sample sound file using piano and
plucked string instruments in CLM.
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Figure 4. Sound generating part of the CLM code
3. CONCLUSION
In this project, we attempt to integrate principles of music
perception, specifically auditory stream segregation with
traditional constructs of music composition to create a
meaningful sonification of the statistical presence of trends
in data. We use the task of identifying CpG islands in
searching through human genome data as an example
application. Auditory scene analysis and the experiential
ability to distinguish between varied repetition of melodic
fragments are useful methods in sonifying data trends.
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